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1776 these hardworking tradesmen
printed more than six hundred books,
editions of the classics noted for the purity of their texts, reprints of English
authors in formats for every purse, and
of course the standard fare of a university printer, the textbooks of faculty
and the theses of students.
While serving the intellectual
community of Glasgow, they drew on
it for help in editing and proofreading
their publications. Two printers and
two professors, together and singly,
read through six sets of proofs for the Iliad of 1756. Robert Foulis hung out the
proofs of his "immaculate" Horace,
challenged local scholars to read them,
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Gaskell, Philip. A Bibliography oj the
Foulis Press. 2nd ed. Winchester,
Va.: St. Paul's Bibliographies, 1986.
484p. $42.50. ISBN 0-906795-13-3.
(Available in the U.S. from University Press of Virginia).
Robert and Andrew Foulis, the
Scottish Stephani, the Elzevirs of Glasgow, were sons of a maltster who could
not sign his name. They did not forget
their humble origins even after they
joined the Literary SOciety in Glasgow
College, and were admitted to the discourse of university professors Adam
Smith and David Hume. From 1742 to
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and offered a reward to anyone who
could spot an error.
Talent abounded in Glasgow but
nowhere more conveniently than in the
typefoundry of Dr. Alexander Wilson,
Typefounder to the University, Doctor
of Medicine honoris causa, Professor of
Astronomy, and a fellow member of
the Literary Society. The Wilson typefoundry cut a series of exceedingly neat
romans in the transitional style made
fashionable by John Baskerville, but
with a precision and a refinement of
their own; compared to Baskerville's
best efforts, Wilson's Double Pica
Greek looks positively modern. The
Foulis brothers relied on Wilson's types
and on a rigorously severe typography
to set a house style, which, if not as
magnificent as Baskerville'S, would
distinguish their books and commend
them to collectors. Typographically
they were closely allied to their Birmingham competition, in some ways
they were equally influential, and they
were active at about the same time:
Baskerville and Andrew Foulis died in
1775, Robert Foulis a year later. Both
presses deserve the modern, full-dress
descriptive bibliographies of Philip
Gaskell. HaVing completed his bibliography of Baskerville in 1959, he progressed naturally to his Bibliography of
the Foulis Press (first edition, 1964), a
smooth and logical transition in every
respect but one.
Baskerville was easier. Gaskell's
bibliography amounted to fifty-six major books, an appendix of seven items,
and sixteen pieces of ephemera, supplemented in the reprint edition of 1973
by eight pages of additions and corrections. So few books bear Baskerville's
imprint that Gaskell could describe
everyone at length and with extraordi-
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nary care. But when confronted with
the prodigious output of the Foulis
brothers-not to mention more than a
hundred books printed by Robert's son
and successor, Andrew Foulis the
younger-Gaskell had to truncate his
descriptions drastically. Out went the
contents notes, the statement of pagination, and the lists of misprints. The
quasi-facSimile transcription of the title, the formula of collation, and brief
notes on type, paper, and publication
remained, though pruned wherever
possible, and a list of locations was
added. Librarians will welcome the list
of locations as much as they will regret
the statement of pagination (without
which it is tedious, and sometimes impossible, to check a collation against a
dealer's description or a library's cataloguing).
This second edition follows this
format in every particular; that is, it reproduces the first edition in facsimile.
To that facsimile are appended sixty
additional pages comprising fifty-six
new entries, twenty-one expanded entries for editions not previously seen,
and 144 revisions and amplifications,
signalled by daggers alongside the original entries. An attentive reader with
deft fingers and a bookmarker can proceed through both sections at the same
time (they are arranged chronologically). A reset index incorporates the
new material.
Those twenty-one expanded entries demand respect, bespeaking not
just industry but foresight. Gaskell expected certain books, as yet unseen, on
the evidence of contemporary advertisements and catalogues, and arranged the first edition to accommodate them until the day when the exact
particulars should arrive. Nearly fifty

suspected Foulis imprints still await
verification, which should surprise no
one, given the numbers involved, and
the odds, and no doubt "not in Gaskell"
items will continue to turn up unexpectedly. At this late date, it seems otiose to say that a thorough search of the
Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalogue would have reduced those odds,
particularly since ESTC is so easy to
search by names of printers and publishers, and so rich in Foulis imprints
(585 records as of 14 August 1986).
And yet Gaskell does not seem to
have consulted ESTC, why I do not
know. But after browsing through a
few sample years at either end of the
Foulis family's career, I do know thatit
would have helped. A 1748 edition of
Nicholas Rowe's The Fair Penitent,
one of those elusive Foulis imprints that
Gaskell has "not seen," can be seen at
the British Library according to ESTC
and the General Catalogue of Printed
Books. Unbeknownst to Gaskell, Andrew Foulis the younger takes pride of
place in the imprint of The Case of Patronage Stated (1782), although, curiously, as one of three who sold this octavo pamphlet in Glasgow, not as
printer. ESTC also reveals nine Glasgow dissertations not in Gaskell,
mostly on medical topics and mostly at
the National Library of Medicine;
none extends to more than sixty pages,
some are known by only one copy, and
all are so rare as to obviate the chances
of Gaskell finding elsewhere the fledgling researches of Benjamin Dawson
(1750), James Garner (1755), Wilfred
O'Connell (1766), William Roberts
(1771), John M'Morran (1784), George
Henry Storie (1786), Samuel Wilson
(1786), John Purdie (1793), and John
Bingham (1795).
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The Foulis family compounded
Gaskell's bibliographical labors by issuing many of their books in different
formats, on different sizes or grades of
paper, on exotic paper, even on printing materials other than paper. Cognoscenti of fine printing could thrill to
Anacreon on silk, Cicero on linen, and
Night Thoughts on paper tinted blue.
The Iliad of 1747 could be had in foolscap octavo with a Latin translation, or
with the Greek text alone, or in pot octavo, or printed on vellum, or in several combinations thereof at wholesale
prices ranging from 2s. 6d. to lOs. Lovers of large paper copies could procure
the octavo Longinus of 1763 obligingly
reimposed in quarto. Anyone interested in the fads and fashions of
eighteenth-century book collecting
will need to study these variant issues.
To detect and record them, Gaskell has
kept a vigilant eye on the vagaries of
watermarks and collation, a difficult
but frequently rewarding task. For instance, he knows the 1763 Longinus
was originally imposed in octavo from
a mistake in the quarto's signatures;
and from a similar mistake in another
quarto, he can conjecture that issues in
octavo were generally printed first.
He has noticed other curiosities of
bibliography, such as conjugate outsets, turned chainlines, duodecimos in
4s, in 4s and 2s, and combined with
sheets printed in 18 0 • Although he does
not unfold the mysteries of unusual impositions, Gaskell does list them in the
index and often mentions them in the
introduction. This is a concern and a
service one might expect from the author of A New Introduction to Bibliography: someday somebody might hunt
through this volume for information on
eighteenth-century printing practices,
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while remaining entirely indifferent to
the history, texts, and typography of
the Foulis Press. Probably classicists
have already skipped over the Greek
gobbledygook of signature collation on
their way to studying texts, editors,
and translators. Gaskell's work has always ranked high in the genre of fulldress descriptive bibliography because
he anticipates. Although he has budgeted the information presented here,
he has thought ahead, and he has anticipated readers as well as books. - John
Bidwell, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library.
Connolly, Joseph. Modern First Editions: Their Valli e to Collectors.
London: Orbis, 1984. 317p. Illus.
£15.00. ISBN 0-85613-657-3.
No field of book collecting is more
popular today than that of modern first
editions. It boasts more collectors,
more deal e rs, and more available
books than an y other genre. For
librarians-rare book or otherwisethis means more questions from the
public trying to identify and value potentially collectible books. Inevitably,
a publication entitled Modern First
Editions: Their Value to Collectors appears a godsend to librarians who are
not themselves expert in the field.
Don't be deceived. This is not a reference book; it is a book of personal opinion. Book Allction Records and American Book Prices Curre"t are reference
books. They state facts: such and such a
book sold at public auction on a given
date for a given price. To the unwary
who fail to go then to the sale catalogue
for a full description of the book and
any faults or special attributes it may
have, these facts may prove misleading, but they are facts. Mr. Connolly

gives opinions, and, unfortunately, not
always widely shared opinions.
Three professional booksellers, all
respected specialists in this field, have
reviewed Connolly's book and all have
stated they would gladly buy most of
the books listed at Connolly's prices.
Who wouldn't be happy to acquire Anthony Powell's What's Become oj Wari"g (Cassell, 1939) in a dust jacket for
Connolly's "up to £300"; the last copy,
and the only one I have seen in twentyfive years of searching for the book,
sold recently for £1,850. Connolly
writes, "the values quoted in the text
refer to the current retail price of a
good copy in the dust-wrapper." They
more closely resemble the price a good
book scout dreams of finding a book for
in a provincial second-hand book shop.
This is not a reliable tool for assessing
the value of modern first editions.
A reference work purporting to be
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a guide for collectors of modern literature should be catholic in its selection
of authors and consistent in treatment
of their works. Users of Connolly's
book are bound to be frustrated by the
highly personal nature of both selection and treatment. For example, four
pages are devoted to the works of
Jerome K. Jerome, a Connolly favorite, but Jerome's far more important
contemporary, Joseph Conrad, does
not appear at all and there are extensive listings for Anthony Buckeridge
(Jennings Goes to School and numerous
sequels), Richmall Crompton (the
"William" books), and Frank Richards
(the "Billy Bunter" books), but no mention of W. Somerset Maugham, H.G.
Wells, William Carlos Williams, or
W.B. Yeats.
Perhaps even more frustrating
than the omitted authors are those who
are given short shrift. Readers who
turn to such authors as E.R.
Braithwaite, Edgar Rice Burroughs,
Albert Camus, Elias Canetti, Leslie
Charteris, Quentin Crisp, W.H. Davies, Stella Gibbons, Allen Ginsberg,
Gunter Grass, Robert Graves, Radcliffe Hall, Erich Kastner, Nikos Kazantzakis, Stephen Leacock, Wyndham Lewis, Nicholas Monsarrat,
Sean O'Casey, J.B. Priestly, Arthur
Ransome, Fran90ise Sagan , Sapper,
Georges Simenon, P.L. Travers, Edgar
Wallace, and several others will find
only two or three of their books listed,
those Connolly finds most interesting.
For collectors of these authors and for
reference librarians alike, such entries
are of little or no use. Add to all of this
an unacceptable level of errors in the
entries themselves (in checking the
Lilly Library's copies of the actual first
editions against Connolly's entries we
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Pardoner. Washington, D.C .: The
Library of Congress, 1986. bibliog.,
illus., index, 101p. $35.00. LC 8518120. ISBN 0-8444-0508-6. (Order
from: LC Information Office, Box
A, Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540; add $2 for shipping.)
The printer in the title is William
Caxton . The pardoner is meant in a
more generic sense but refers especially
to those who sold indulgences for the
Hospital of St. Mary Rounceval at
Charing Cross, like the fictitious pardoner in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
and his genuine successors who, a century or so later, distributed copies of
the most recent addition to the Caxton
canon: a letter of confraternity for this
hospital printed about the year 1460 in
Caxton's type 4.
The text, or rather most of it, survives on vellum quire guards in a volume containing four Caxton texts in fo-

found nine with wrong or substantially
incomplete titles, thirty-four for which
the wrong publisher was given, and
160 with the wrong date) and it is very
difficult to find any redeeming qualities in this book.
If there is one, it is the illustrations. Connolly has consistently selected fine copies of books with dust
wrappers in the conditions serious collectors want. These photos make immediately clear to the amateur and the
uninitiated what is meant by a fine
copy, a copy to be prized by a collector.
That is not always an easy point to
make to the owner of a much read and
well worn copy of what he has heard is
a valuable book. The pictures help.
Unfortunately, they are the only good
reasons for owning the book.William R. Cagle, The Lilly Library.
Needham, Panl. The Printer and the
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lio belonging to the choice collection of
books and manuscripts given by the
late Lessing J, Rosenwald to the Library of Congress, The significance of
these vellum strips was first realized by
Paul Needham of the Pierpont Morgan
Library in 1980 during a research trip
to Washington to gather more watermark evidence for his long-term project on the chronology of English incunabula, The Center for the Book at the
Library of Congress commissioned
Needham to publish his discovery and
discuss its context and then selected
Stephen Harvard and the MeridenStinehour Press for the design and production of the book, respectively, The
result is the present extremely handsome volume, which is, however,
somewhat uneasily required to serve a
dual purpose,
The main text is intended for the
general reader, having sections on who

Caxton was, what tract volumes are
and how many, unlike the Rosenwald
copy, have been broken up, how quire
guards are sewn-including useful diagrams prepared by Margaret R,
Brown-and continuing with discussions of indulgences and the Hospital of
St, Mary Rounceval. It concludes with
a description of the Rosenwald binding, which, though it retains Caxton
waste in the quire guards, is a product
of the bindery of John Reynes about
1535, that is, over fifty years after Caxton's folios and the indulgence were
printed, This is lucidly and elegantly
accomplished, accompanied by an admirable selection of illustrations,
among them two illuminations of pardoners, three mid-sixteenth century
views of Charing Cross and environs, a
seal of the hospital, and a portrait medallion of John Kendale, one of the
three proctors general of the hospital
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named in the letter of confraternity.
The notes which then follow are in the
form of annotated lists for further reading and consequently do not put one directly in the way of finding out, for example, what church in Chester in the
mid-1530s received how much (unlawful) payment from a pardoner of Rounceval who wished to hawk his wares in
the parish (p. 43).
With the four appendices we move
into more strictly bibliographical territory. In Appendix A Needham transcribes the Latin text of the Rounceval
indulgence and reproduces the thirteen
quire guards (one of them blank). Reconstructing the text was no simple affair since the binder's knife has sliced
along the middle of some lines and other
lines are completely missing although
portions of at least four copies are
among the strips. The strips have been
numbered according to the quire in
which they were bound in Reynes's
shop. It is possible that strips 4 and 6, alloted to copy 1, actually belong with
copy 2 since the ascenders shaved from
the top of strip 4 correspond more
closely with what appears at the bottom
of strip 1 of copy 2. Also, it is probable
that the date in the last line (in strip 10;
only the tips of a few letters appear) began Anno domini rather than Anno
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in strip 18.
Appendix B ennumerates tract

SJ'('cil,lisl.~ ill

volumes which now contain or were
known once to contain one or more

Caxton editions. Of the ten " intact"
volumes, i.e., with all contents still together though not in original bindings,
six are in Oxford: two in Bodley (nos.
16,25), two at St. John's (12, 26), and
one each at Exeter (11) and Wadham
(36). The others are the Rosenwald
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copy (8) and one each at Lambeth Palace, the Inner Temple (32), and the
British Library (33). Of the remainder,
nine have been "disbound," i.e., the
volume broken up but the contents still
held in the same library (2, 3, 5, 13, 18,
24, 28, 29, 37), and eighteen have not
only been broken up but their parts dispersed or partly dispersed, some being
such ghostly volumes that only a single
Caxton item can properly be identified
(30, 31). On the other hand, the
Penrose copy of The Royal Book, now
at the Houghton Library, can fairly
safely be confirmed as the first item in
no. 20 since the description in De Ricci
89.10 ("Many margins cut away")
would have described this copy before
new outer margins were added.
Five of the thirteen items in Appendix C, which gathers together editions known only from binder's waste,
are indulgences, five are fragments of
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Sarum service books (of which two are
known only from offset on other
waste), one is the advertisement for the
Sarum Ordinal, one a Donatus, and
one an alternate setting of two sheets in
Lydgate's Lije oj Our Lady.
What will certainly interest students of Caxton the most is Appendix
D's chronological checklist of all Caxton's printing, together with works
printed for him in Cologne and Paris.
There are 111 short-title entries, numbered Cx I , etc. In the Cologne period
(Cx 1-3) are listed not only the Bartholomaeus Anglicus De proprietatibus rerum (Goff B-131 ) but also a Gesta Romanorum and Walter Burley's De vita
et moribus philosophorum (Goff G281 , B-1318). In the introduction to
Appendix D Needham states: "The Cologne shop was that of the so-called
Printer of Dares, Johann Schilling;
there is adequate evidence to show that
in 1472 this shop was working exclusively for Caxton." We must hope that
this topic will receive more extensive
treatment before longl
The checklist entries are provided
with dates, collations, and typefaces;
also with Duff, De Ricci, Blades, STC,
Goff, Hain, Copinger, and GW references, for all of which except GW there
are concordances at the end of the book.
There are cross-references to the other
appendices but only an occasional note
to support the date assigned. This is, after all, a checklist; the formal presentation of evidence will be published in due
course. Still, it is interesting to see that
tbe indulgence issued under the name of
John Sant, Abbot of Abingdon (Cx 16,
STC 14077c.106), which has since its
discovery in 1928 always been listed as
tbe first of Caxton's Westminster printing because of its manuscript date, 13
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December 1476, has become the seventh Westminster item. First now is
John Russell's Propositio (ex 10, STe
21548), dated [before September 1476).
Duff's index and also George
Painter's (in William Carton, 1976,
pp. 211-15) assign 1486 as the earliest
appearance of eaxton's type 5.
Needham indicates it was in use as
early as late 1483, in the second setting
of certain quires of The Golden L egend
(ex 67, STe 24873-4), w hich he notes
was probably p rinted concurrently
with the first setting. Thereafter type 5
appears in five other items before it is
used in the earliest dated work, The
Book oj Good Manners, 11 May 1487
(ex 84, STe 15394).
There are other points of interest
which the scholarly reader will undoubtedly find, but it is unlikely that
the general reader will have progressed
this far. The two parts of the book,
while not incompatible and though
united in an impressive volume, will
probably attract different readers. I
should add here that I found only one
misprint : in Appendix B, no. 6, the
numbers in the leaves and quires
column have been aCcidentally transposed for the third item in the volume.
I have myself, however, been the cause
of error in the citation of provisional
STe numbers for three unrecorded indulgences, including that for Rounceval. In Appendix D , ex 42 should have:
14077c .107e (to p lace it among the
singu lar issues); ex 44: .83G (sub
Westminster rather than London); ex
79: .25G.-Katharine F. Pantzer, Th e
Houghton Library .
Daniels , Maygene F. , and Timothy
Walch , eds. A Modern Archives
Reader: Basic Readings on Archival
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Theory and Practice. Washington,
D.C.: National Archives and Records Service, 1984. 357p. bibliog., ilIus., index. $14 ($12 pap.). ISBN 0911333-11-8 (pap. ISBN 0-91133312-6). LC 84-8327.
In A Modern Archives Reader
Maygene Daniels and Timothy Walch
present many of the key twentiethcentury articles in archival literature
up to 1982. The collection was assembled out of the authors' experiences and
needs in guiding the Modern Archives
Institute of the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA),
which with its 1945 birthdate represents the oldest continuing archival
training program in the United States.
Beyond their experiences with the
Modern Archives Institute, Daniels
and Walch are extremely qualified archivists in their own right and representatives of the growing professionalism in their field. Daniels is currently
chief of archives at the National Gallery of Art and a leader in international
affairs, while Walch remains at NARA
and also edits its journal Prologue.
Let me avoid the reviewer's tendency to pick out favorite pieces that
were not present in an anthology, and
indicate my general approval of this
volume. Daniels and Walch have indeed don~ a commendable job in their
selections. Moreover the work is attractively presented with a useful glossary,
lists of further readings, and brief index.
The book is divided into nine major divisions. The first describes "The
European Tradition" and includes
classic articles by Ernst Posner (who
founded the Institute) and Sir Hilary
Jenkinson. The next, "Pre-Archival
Functions, ,. contains three articles on
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the role of records management and its
interplay with archives. "Records Appraisal"' bring' together four articles on
the "hottest" area of contemporary archival theory-the judging of the inform ational value of rL'Cords. In chapter four, "Archival Acquisition," the
editors have chosen four pieces that
demonstrate the art and semi-science
of acquiring materials, as well a, legal
instruments for that process. The fifth
chapter concentrates on one of the two
long-time mainstays of archival
theory-" Arrangement." Beginning
with landmark selections from T.R.
Schellenberg and Oliver W. Holmes,
this section then turns to far more problematic studies in the area of photographic and aural records. "Description," the other theoretical mainstay,
forms the topic for the next chapter and
includes studies of subject guides, automated finding aids, National Archives
inventories, and the Library of Congress Manuscript registers-but does
ignore the MARC format or other
library-based approaches. Chapter
seven, or "Reference," explores the too
frequently overlooked subject of archival service in two articles, The eighth
chapter on "Public Programs" similarly singles out a previously neglected
area with articles on educational outreach and exhibits. Finally, "Establishing Priorities" reflects several management perspectives on the need to
establish priorities and encourage cooperation in today's economic and political environment .
The work accomplishes what it sets
out to do from the context in which it
was generated. But is also serves on a
different level to demonstrate the split
between archives a nd the historical
manuscript field. Its tendency (and the
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tendency of articles in the American Archivist from which the bulk of the pieces
have been drawn) is to stress potential
administrative and, secondarily, research uses to establish the worth of the
information. Artifactual values and the
entire range of anayltical and textual
tool skills are lost-as they have been
lost in much of the emerging modem archives world. In some ways, the simplicity of modern American records
with their single language and easily deCipherable scripts and typefaces serves
to blind many archivists to the value of
external and internal criticism. Noticeably lacking too in this particular
grouping are works that share in recent
developments from library and information science. As a general text, it is
also somewhat remiss on preservation

issues, which is strange since Walch has
written extensively on security.
Despite such shortcomings, A
Modern Archives Reader is still highly
recommended . It should be a supplemental reader on the shelves of any
who deal in archival matters. The editors are to be applauded for their high
standards, and one only hopes that future such volumes will follow their
good examples. -Frederick J. Stielow,
University oj Maryland.
The Lilly Library: The First Quarter
Century 1960-1985. Bloomington:
Indiana UniverSity, The Lilly Library, 1985. 157p. $15.00 and $2.00
postage.
This publication was issued to
commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of The Lilly Library at Indiana University in
Bloomington on October 3, 1960. It is
in the tradition, both in excellent content and attractive design, of The Lilly

Library'S long run of exhibition catalogues and other publications. It is a
history of the Library told through a
general introductory essay by Cecil K.
Byrd, which provides background on
the origin of the Library and outlines
its organization and development, and
a series of fifteen essays by present or
retired members of the staff on major
areas in which the Library speCializes.
To Single out for discussion individual books and manuscripts, or even
collections, from the hundreds mentioned in these essays would be impossible in a review of any reasonable
length, btlt it is important, and instructive, to list the chapter titles and recognize the authors of them. Cecil K.
Byrd, the former Indiana University librarian, wrote the essays on " Medieval
Manuscripts," "Indiana History," and
"Indiana Literature" as well as the historical introduction mentioned above.
The present Lilly Librarian, William
R. Cagle, also contributed three essays,
those on "American Literature, " "British Literature," and "European Literature" as did David Warrington with
"United States History, " "Music," and
"Children's Literature. "
Josiah Q. Bennett's essay on
"Medicine; Science; Architecture;
Cookery and Wine" is the longest in the
book. Rebecca Gibson wrote on "Voyages, Exploration, and European Expansion," Breon Mitchell contributed
an essay on "Fine Printing and Fine
Bindings," and "Early Printing and the
Church" was presented by L. C. Rudolph.
Joel Silver contributed "British,
European and Russian History," and,
finally, Saundra B. Taylor wrote a
chapter called "Sight and Sound on Paper: Film , Radio, and Television. " Ce-
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cil Byrd is given credit as project editor
and Ca rla DeFord is listed as editor.
It is a credit to the editors, and to
the authors of these diverse essays, that
the level of writing is so uniformly high
and that each ess ay so success full y
presents such a large quantity of accurate , significant, and useful inform ation . The book is an effective general
guide to the holdings of The Lilly Library. It is further enhanced by fortynine excellent illustrations, several of
which are in color.
Twenty-five years is a relatively
short time in which to h ave accomplished as much as The Lilly Library
has . Under its two directors, David A.
Randall and William R. Cagle, a dedicated staff, and enthusiastic, knowledgeable and generous benefactors, it
has not only amassed a remarkably rich
collection of books and manuscripts in
a wide variety of subjects, but it has
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made those resources known and available to scholars throughout the world
through its catalogue, publications, exhibitions and other promotional and
informational programs. The Lilly Library: The First Quarter Century
1960-1985 is an excellent summary of
those activities and a superb introduction to the valuable resources available
at Indiana University. -Dean H. Keller, Kent State University Library.
Ball, Douglas. Victorian Publishers'
Bindings. Williamsburg, Va.: Book
Press, 1985. Illus., bibliog., index.
ix, 214p. $38.50. ISBN 0-916271-01-

3.
If, as one suspects, the basis of Mr.
Ball's book was a degree thesis, hecame
through the educational process with
flying colors . Victorian Publishers'
Bindings presents a good and useful
survey of much of the most significant
literature on a subject only lately coming to considerable popular and scholarly attention. Beyond this it raises several issues, up to now largely ignored in
relation to edition binding, which suggest fertile grounds for future reaearch
and study. Without question it merits,
despite its drawbacks, a place on the
reference shelf of any literary scholar,
collector, dealer, or librarian who is
engaged with British or American publications of the period 1820-1880.
Mr. Ball's presentation gains a
good deal in clarity by avoiding a
strictly chronological marshalling of
his material in order to focus successively on the introduction of cloth and
the early development of edition binding technology, the decoration and
graining of cloth, the evolution of
cover design, and a survey of the work
of major designers of the period.

Somewhat disappointingly for the
purposes of the non-specialist, the section on binding technology is the weakest part of the book. The basics are presented in a straightforward manner
that unfortunately sometimes has the
effect of making the subject seem simpler than it is. This points up some very
obvious omissions in Mr. Ball's bibliography. Much useful information is to
be gleaned from Comparato's Books
jar the Millions (Stackpole, 1971), Nicholson's A Manual oj the Art oj Bookbinding (H.C. Baird, 1856, often reprinted) and a number of other
sources. In combination with the examination of relevant examples, this
would have led to a more balanced
view of the relative roles of British and
American machine-makers and
binders and a deeper appreciation of
the considerable influence of French
innovations in design and technique
before 1850, as well as the elucidation
of marginal topics such as the method
of construction of bindings in papiermache.
The discussion of cloth decoration
(i.e., printed patterns) and graining is
sound, though the section on cloth
grains could profit from more extensive
illustration, and the information in the
table given as Appendix B might not be
reliable if used in studying examples
drawn from outside the field of prose
fiction. Nonetheless, the reader coming
more or less untutored to the subject of
edition binding will be helped by Mr.
Ball's juxtaposition of treatments of the
"plain Jane" materials themselves and
of gaudy cover designs. The concern
throughout with literature, and especially with the novel, is a limiting restraint on the overall applicability of
the conclusions Mr. Ball presents. One
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wonders, therefore, given his predilection with fiction, at the omission from

his bibliography of Michael Sadleir's
relevant Sandars Lectures of 1937-38
(published as "Aspects of the Victorian
Novel," Publishing History 5
(1979):7-47).
Chapter 5, "The Climate of Design," attempts to place the evolution
of cover design in a larger context than
most previous writers on the subject

have attempted. Because of this, it is
undeniably important : one cannot
help but wish to see the chapter expanded by fuller reference to contemporary "tastemakers" such as Charles
Eastlake and by presentation and discussion of exemplary covers illustrating
various aspects of what Mr. Ball rightly
capitalizes as Taste. In this way he
might well have developed an explanation of sorts for the change in Taste
which produced the "decline" he notes

in the quality of binding design in the
1870s. Criticisms aside, however, Mr.
Ball's discussion of the evolution of
cover design within the broader context of the applied art and design of the
times makes an important contribution

to the literature, one which points up
the need for and possibility of further
study and research.
The concluding section outlines
trade practices in the binding industry
and tabulates work by a number of
identifiable designers and binders. In
the former case, it brings together the
essential points to be gleaned from numerous histories of publishing houses
and such "sports" as Lionel Darley's history of James Burn; in the latter, it includes an innovative listing of known
manufacturers as well as designers per
se. Of particular interest to literary
scholars, perhaps, is the confirmation of
the Victorian practice of binding in (rel-
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atively) limited batches, which suggests
that author bibliographers must be resolute and implacable in seeking out multiple copies in "the" original cloth.
Victorian Publishers Bindings
presents, on the whole, the best singlevolume introduction to the British aspect of a highly complex subject. The
paucity of the volumes illustrations,
however, makes recourse to McLean's
several books imperative for anyone interested in binding itself than in its connotations for literary and bibliographical research. What might have been
accomplished with more copious illustration is apparent from even a cursory

look at McLean's books. One can only
hope that if Mr. Ball's work achieves
the sales it so well deserves he and his
publisher will see their way clear to
rectify this failing in a subsequent
edition.-George M. Barringer,
Georgetown University Library.
Taylor, Robert N, Lewis Carroll at
Texas. Austin: Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas, 1985. 233p. $25.00 paper. ISBN 0-87959-104-8.
To commemorate the 1985 meeting of the Lewis Carroll Society of
North America at the Humanities Research Center of the University of Texas
at Austin, the Center has produced this
catalogue of the Warren Weaver Collection and related Dodgson material
housed there. It is good to have for
many rea.ons. For one thing, unless one
happens to be in Austin, one cannot
whip around to the Center to look at the
card catalogue, and few tillers of the
Carrollian fields are anywhere near
Austin. Now, both specialists and enthusiasts can sit back in their easy chairs
and contemplate the Lewis Carroll

holdings at Texas; they can, for the first
time, compare these riches with those at
Harvard and Princeton; and, perhaps
most rewarding of all, they can spend
an agreeable hour or two gliding
through Carroll country, scanning a
landscape replete with genius and invention in fiction, poetry, photography,
mathematics, logic-even in educational aids and gadgetry. Here, moreover, one grasps the measure of Carroll's
irresistible allure, not merely for his age
and not, by any means, only for the
young, but for all people of all ages of all
times and nationalities.
This volume does not purport to
explain that genius or to grapple with
its quality of invention. It is a bibliography of Carroll's works and related
material housed at the Center. As such,
it provides a considerable service to
scholars and literary historians working on Carroll anywhere in the world.
But surely it is also intended to lure
them to Texas . It ought to succeed.
The catalogue's six parts list: 1)
editions of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Macmillan Editions, Other
English-Language Editions, and
Translations); 2) Through the
Looking-Glass (English-Language
Editions, Translations); 3) Other
Works by Lewis Carroll (231 entries,
everything from mathematical pamphlets to the SylVie and Bruno books);
4) Carroll Manuscripts (including his
drawings, letters he wrote and received, a total of 94 items); and 5) Carroll's Photographs (the Gernsheim collection, augmented, containing a
reputed 335 Dodgson original photographs, photographs that he himself
collected by photographers whose
work he admired, and 11 glass negatives, eight of them self-portraits).
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The arrangement and bibliographical descriptions are clear and
conventional. The list is indisputably
valuable, although it contains full bibliographical descriptions of books already adequately described in The
Lewis Carroll Handbook, still in print
in its third revision. A simple list of editions in Texas that are already described in the Handbook would probably have sufficed and left room here for
some of the material housed at Texas
but omitted here: parodies, pastiches,
abridgements, biographical and critical material, editions in alphabets
other than Roman , Greek, and Cyrillic, and original illustrations for various editions of Alice.
A few other questions of judgment
arise. Why do we get a footnote referring us to a discussion of The Nursery
"Alice" (p . 142) but no references to
discussions of equally knotty bibliographical problems? Another note on
p. 137 tells us that the 1886 Macmillan
facsimile of Alice's Adventures Under
Ground omitted Dodgson's photographic portrait of Alice Liddell at the
end of the work and that the 1936
Eldridge Johnson edition of the facsimile restored it. Should the note not go on
to inform us that in 1976 the British
Museum discovered, by removing the
photograph, that Dodgson had drawn
a pen-and-ink likeness of Alice there
before he superimposed the photograph (the drawing has been reproduced in at least four books and more
periodicals)? Under Other Works, the
editor includes The Diaries of Lewis
Carroll, published in 1953; should he
not have added The Letters of Lewis
Carroll, which appeared in 1979?
The list of photographs is most
welcome, but the Curator of Photogra-

phy makes some assumptions that must
be challenged . Is he justified, for instance, to characterize Carrol!"s work
with pen on paper as '"modes!"? One
would think that his drawings for Under Ground alone would call for something more. Certainly his assertion that
Carroll '·continually concentrated on
two types of sitters: celebrities and
young girls'· is factually inaccurate. Finally, he is braver than most Carroll
speCialists in asserting that ··the [photographic] style . . . [Dodgson] evolved
for himself was distinctive.·' Such minor matters apart , the catalogue provides th.· kind of working tO'ol that
scholars welcome.
One such scholar, scientist and
humanist, Warren Weaver, was in fact
responsible for the large base upon
which the Center·s Carroll collection
rests . Weaver spent most of his life collecting Carroll material and eventually
amassed one of the world's finest archives of Alice translations and a vast
body of other Carroll gems, to which
Texas gave a '"warm and friendly"' welcome wbile Weaver was still alive .
Lewis Carroll at Texas is a splendid
memorial to Weaver, whose 1970 essay, "In Pursuit of Lewis Carroll," is
appropriately reprinted here. Weaver
was a genial, generous man who delighted in sharing with others, even
young scholars (as I was when he first
welcomed my interest in Carroll) his
enthusiasm for Carroll's life and works.
He would have approved most heartily
of this catalogue as yet another step toward making his collection more easily
accessible to others.
The catalogue contains illustrations and an index. -Morton N. Cohen, Professor Emeritus, The City University of New York.
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NOTICES
Finlay, Nancy. Artiots oj the Book ;11
Boston: 1890-1910. Cambridge: Department of Printing and Graphic
Arts, Houghton Library, Harvard
College, 1985. xiv, 114p. Bibliog.,
indexes, iIl us. LC 85-21980.
When we think of American books
and book design of the 1890s, many of
us recall the splendid pu blications produced in Chicago up to World War I.
The b ooks issued by Way and Williams, Stone and Ki m ball , a nd the
early publications of the Caxton Club
spr ing immediately and vividly to
mind. In thinking about those nearly
century-old books, which seem more
memorable than books of any other period, we should also remember that a
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concurrent renaissance in printing and

graphic arts blossomed in Boston. Its
triumphs are beautifully celebrated in
Nancy Finlay's excellent catalogue of
the Houghton Library's exhibition of
Boston book artists. It is a comprehensive tribute to the rich imagination and
deep intelligence that created the
books. And it is good to be reminded
that familiar designers like Margaret
Armstrong, W.A. Dwiggins, Howard
Pyle, and Aubrey Beardsley were "Boston bound" in one way or another during their careers. It is also gratifying to
have brought to our attention designers
like Edmund H. Garrett, Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue, and Amy Sacker
who are still too often neglected and
undervalued. Artiots is well served by
useful indexes of Artists, Authors, Publishers, Printers, Vignettes, and Artists'
Monograms, which are reproduced in
facsimile. The catalogue would have
benefited from a book title index and
lighter inking, but this is mere carping
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about a welcome addition to our
knowledge of American books and
printing.
Murray, Timothy D., compo A Guide
to the Modern Literary Manuscripts
Collection in the Special Collections
of the Washington Unioersity Libraries. St . Louis : Washington University Libraries, 1985. 115p. Indexes, illus. Single copies free upon
request.
The best and fastest way to gain an
appreciation of the voluminous and important modern manuscript holding; in
the special collections at St. Louis's
Washington University Library is to
turn to the index of Modern Literary
Manuscripts. It lists over 1,200 names of
modern American and British men and
women of letters. Most of the names of
the best known and respected writers
are listed: T .S. Eliot, Saul Bellow, Sylvia Plath, Katherine Anne Porter, and
John Updike. An equally impressive
number of authors whose reputations
continue to grow are also present: James
Merrill, Howard Nemerov, Robert
Creeley, and Louise Bogan. Access to
the manuscripts and papers (many important documents from small presses
are also in the collection) is easy through
Murray's comprehensive, wellorganized guide that successfully combines a wealth of biographical and archival detail. Much of the acquisition
and cataloguing of the collection was
supported by a Title II-C grant through
the Higher Education Act. It became a
model acquisition program based on the
exemplary cooperation among librarians, university faculty members and
modern authors. Literary scholars and
archivists will find the Guide and the
collection a pleasure to use.

Sheppard's Book Dealers in North
America: A Directory of Antiquarian and Secondhand Book Dealers in
the U.S.A . and Canada, 1986-87.
10th ed. London: Europa, 1986. x,
SlOp. Indexes. $40. ISSN 0269-1469.
ISBN 0-946653-19-4. (Available in
U.S. from Scarecrow Press).
This 1986-87 version of Sheppard's directory is the tenth edition of
the standard directory of North American book dealers, meaning the United
States and Canada. It follows the format of earlier editions with major sections on general book information (including information of book-trade
organizations, bibliographical periodicals, current reference works, and supplies and services), a comprehensive
geographical listing of book dealers, an
alphabetical list of dealers, and an index of twenty-eight specialties.
No printed directory of book dealers can be kept up-to-date with the numerous book businesses that come and
go each year. But there is no reason
why improvements cannot be made
from edition to edition. (This is an espeCially opportune time because
Europa Publications acquired the
Sheppard Press in 1985.) Perhaps the
eleventh edition will provide more information about the many dealers that
list only an address without telephone
numbers or indications of the sizes of
their stock or their specialties. This lack
of information may be due to dealers'
unwillingness to cooperate, but a listing in the directory should be contingent upoa whether the information is
supplied. (Unfortunately, there are no
directions in the book for dealers wanting to submit information.) In addition, the specialty index ought to be expanded and refined. It is peculiar, to
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say the least, not to list Canadiana as a
subject category (Americana is, from
the North American pOint-of-view, unsatisfactorily listed under Topography), nor are there subject categories
for science, modern firsts, manuscripts, early printed books, Civil War,
and literature. But thanks ought to be
given for the sewn binding.

works' dimensions rather than the folding of printed sheets), notes, review citations (most welcome information),
and locatio[!s. Sturges's intorduction is
a thoughtful evaluation of Scrope's
writings and career, which, along with
the bibliography, makes it a work that
deserves a place in every academic and
research library.

Sturges, Paul. A Bibliography oj
George Paulett Scrope, Geologist,
Economist, and Local Historian .
Boston: Harvard Business School,
Baker Library, 1984. Kress Library
Publication No. 24. Illus, index. $8
(plus $1.50 postage). (Order in Europe: Wiltshire Archaeological &
Natural History Society, the Museum, 41 Long St., Devizes, Wilts
SNI0 INS, England. )
Even the most cursory examination of this bibliography of the writings
of George Poulett Scrope shows that he
was a prolific and masterful
nineteenth-century writer in economics (hence, the connection with the
Kress Library), geology and the local
history of Wiltshire. His solid writings
enabled him to wield considerable intellectual influence as seen, for example, in his favorable review of Charles
Lyell's Principles oj Geology, which
did a great deal to gain acceptance for
Lyell's scientific work and which, incidentally, "launched Scrope as a Quarterly reviewer" (p. 41). Scrope's publications date from 1822 to 1875, and
Sturges uses this chronology to order
his entries with each year divided into
periodical and book and pamphlet listings. Information is provided in a standard enumerative arrangement: generous title, place, publishers, number
of pages, format (an indication of the

Vann, J. Don. Victorian Novels in Serial. New York: Modern Language
Association of America, 1985. vii,
181p. Bibliog. $50. ISBN 0-87352135-8. LC 84-20538.
Even though librarians and book
collectors have systematically collected
the part numbers and first appearances
in bound form of Victorian novels, correspondingl y less effort has been taken
to collect periodical publications of the
same novels. The reasons for this are
easy to understand. Appropriate runs
of the periodicals are relatively scarce;
the periodicals are often bulky and
printed on bad paper; and there has
been no complete record of exactly
which issues of a periodical contain the
specific chapters of the novels. The absence of such a record has been regrettable because periodical publication is
often the first time a Victorian novel
appeared in public print, making it an
important document for textual editors
and literary critics.
J. Don Vann has made up for this
absence in his Victorian Novels in Serial. He understands the importance of
the novels' periodical and serial publications. (For Vann the term "serial"
means either periodicals, i.e., magazines, or part publication.) His lengthy
introduction on the history of English
novel serialization sets the stage for the
main part of the book, which is a tabu-
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lar compilation of authors and titles,
the names and dates of the periodicals
in which the specific chapters of the
novels were published, dates of part
publication (if the novels did not appear in periodicals), and their corresponding chapters in one or more appearances such as one-volume or
three-volume editions. Vann charts
192 novels by sixteen authors from
Charles Dickens to Robert Louis
Stevenson. This comprehensive information in combination with notes on
periodicals and citations makes Victorian Novels in Serial a much appreciated reference work. It is unfortunate
that its high price precludes its purchase except by academic libraries and
those few serious scholars who require
it for day-to-day consultation.
Women Writers in McFarlin Special
Collections, First Series. Tulsa,
Okla.: University of Tulsa, 1985.
127p. $3.00.
Women Writers is a "collection of
bio-bibliographic essays and annotations of works by women writers in McFarlin Library'S Special Collections"
(p. 57) at the University of Tulsa. The
book aims "to initiate commentary on
the wealth of material by women in
Special Collections (there are over
5,000 titles) ... [and] to show the diversity of women's accomplishments in
the field of modern letters" (p. 7). To
attain the stated aims, the lives and
writings of forty women, the contents
of the Factory House Library, and
women's writings about American Indians are discussed. Most of the essays

begin with a biographical sketch of
each author that is based on secondary
sources and conclude with a description of the author's books held in special collections. A typical entry for a
book can be found in the essay on
Eudora Welty:
"A Pageant oj Birds (New York:
Albondocani Press, 1974). Description
of an actual pageant in the Farish
Street Baptist Church, Jackson, Mississippi. Slightly revised from its original
form in The New Republic, October
25, 1943. Illustrations include two previously unpublished photograph s.
First edit.on, number 105 of 326 copies
signed by the author." (p. 87)
An especially fasCinating part of
special collections is the Factory House
Library, which is described as follows :
" ... a collection of nineteenthcentury fiction that was part of a circulating library in Oporto , Portugal,
from 1820-1890. The Library was established by the British Association of
Oporto and headquartered in a building called the Factory House which
served as a recreational facility for the
families of British merchants and wine
traders living in and near the city. . . .
Out of this collection of over 1,000
works written by the leading authors of
the period there are more than 175
women writers represented by a number of titles and a variety of genres." (p.
91)
This collection along with the libraries of Cyril Connolly, Edmund
Wilson, and Stevie Smith promise to
reveal m0re bibliographical worthies
in the McFarlin Library.

